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Summary
Zenoss calls its platform ‘intelligent IT operations management.’ It is designed to address root-cause issues, 
prevent disruptions and optimize performance by providing semi-autonomous data analysis and action. To do 
that, Zenoss collects and analyzes data points from many of its customers in real time, and uses tools built on 
Google Cloud Platform (GCP) services to analyze and send instructions to individual customer environments 
based on circumstances.

451 TAKE

As the services, options and availability of IT infrastructure proliferate, a massive overhaul of how 
IT is consumed and operated is underway, moving toward models that become even more hands-
off, standardized, automated and industrialized. Together with the cloud-native approaches that 
will underpin it, this will bring many more moving parts and abstracted components, delivering 
more operational complexity, not less, and it all will have to be monitored and managed. The 
direction Zenoss and other IT infrastructure monitoring suppliers are heading with AIOps and ML 
approaches exemplifies this trend.

Context
The recent iterations of Zenoss’ portfolio began in 2013 with the release of ZaaS – Zenoss as a service (versus its 
on-premises-only operation until then) hosted on AWS – followed by ServiceNow integration, its Insight suite 
in 2016 and Zenoss 6.0 in 2017. In 2018 the company launched its Zenoss Cloud and chose Google as its cloud 
provider. In its view, Google has AI and machine learning baked into its services from the get-go, while AWS is 
retrofitting, and Google Compute Platform is FedRamp-certified across the board and has chip-level security. 
Zenoss Cloud customers get a $25,000 credit to spend with GCP.

Strategy
Zenoss is designed to address the complexity around software-defined IT operations, where enterprises may be 
using any combination of IT infrastructure monitoring, logging, ITSM, lightweight monitoring, APM and AIOps. 
While it sees a different mix of these (and the associated suppliers) in every deal, Zenoss says the desired end goal 
is typically to address root-cause issues, prevent disruptions and optimize performance (in this order). It says that 
where a company is among those three is a sort of maturity indicator.

Most infrastructure monitoring vendors have data pushed to them – collecting events and logs that are sent to 
them by other tools. Zenoss says it differentiates itself by building a component-level and service-level model 
of infrastructure health based on data that it pulls, via its extensions. Zenoss Cloud provides an operations data 
platform that can intercept and ingest the push events, logs, metrics and streaming data from data sources that 
are accustomed to pushing data. This now includes infrastructure components such as containers, microservices 
and other ephemeral resources. Zenoss says this enables it to perform AIOps functions, feeding the real-time 
model data to the ML algorithms to deliver certainties when diagnosing issues, while other approaches rely on 
inference and pattern matching.

Zenoss believes it provides unified monitoring for a wider set of persona/job roles and collects a wider set of data 
than Dynatrace and New Relic in APM; Datadog in lightweight monitoring; Splunk and Elastic in log analytics; 
Moogsoft and BigPanda in AIOps; SignalFx and Honeycomb in debugging; and Puppet, Chef, Ansible and 
SaltStack in orchestration. In monitoring, it has an observability focus (not data collector) for troubleshooting use 
cases and scale problems; it partners for APM and integrates with AIOps vendors. Zenoss provides open source 
agents for data collection (DevOps), integrations and Zen Packs of predefined models for IT Ops functions.
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In addition to Zenoss Service Dynamics, Zenoss offers a SmartView console for IT Ops and DevOps. It will offer 
additional dashboarding and reporting capabilities for executives, IT Ops and DevOps in due course.

Business model
Headquartered in Austin, Texas, Zenoss is a 13-year-old company with about $45m in capital investment and 250 
employees. It has some 500 direct accounts (up from 450 six months ago) across many verticals, and a further 
6,100 customers are served via the channel, OEMs and partners such as Cisco. Business is 60% direct and 40% 
channel. Average sale price is now north of $200,000, and recurring revenue is now 78% of bookings. With Zenoss 
Cloud now its direction of travel, the company says about half of its customers are now on Zenoss Cloud and half 
are still migrating from AWS, which it expects to rise to 75% by year-end. The long tail will take some years. 451 
Research estimates revenue to be somewhere north of $50m.

Competition
Software firms like Datadog and New Relic make claims to ML and actionable insight, and the Big Five monitoring 
and management firms are also there. However, few integrate the machine learning and reaction concept directly 
into the infrastructure platform and provide that as a product. That’s because operating a cloud at industrial scale 
has been the province of one-offs like Azure, AWS and Google.

Zenoss is competing with a select category of IT service providers that are looking to industrialize IT and break 
down the unique characteristics of running a large-scale IaaS. Some examples include Ten-Four and Sea Street 
Technologies, both firms that use machine learning and automated response just as Zenoss does. Zenoss should 
also track a new breed of vendors that is emerging with an eye toward similarly serving as a central collection and 
analytics point for IT ops data. These include OpsRamp, FixStream and Centerity.

SWOT Analysis

STRENGTHS
Automation has reached its limit in DevOps 
with scripts and workflows. The next step 
is making those processes subject to 
inspection and automation that thinks for 
itself and makes the necessary changes 
faster and more accurately than a human 
can. It’s not going to happen overnight, 
and it’s not the kind of thing most 
people associate with machine learning 
and thinking machines, but it is where 
improvements have to be made and is where 
Zenoss is operating.

WEAKNESSES
Zenoss Cloud is designed for scale, and to 
materially improve the efficiency and output 
of complex, multi-homed IT infrastructure 
organizations with novel techniques. Zenoss 
believes Google has a lead in the AI, ML and 
security techniques required for this, and 
has staked its platform on GCP. It’s a great 
validation for GCP, but does not guarantee 
success for Zenoss.

OPPORTUNITIES
Once platforms are as compatible as 
they can be, machine learning has a huge 
role to play in speeding up outcomes and 
reshaping what we think of as work in IT 
today. This will be a year when these kinds 
of techniques and tools rise into view as the 
beginning of a long-term trend.

THREATS
With the convergence of IT infrastructure 
monitoring approaches around cloud, AL, ML 
and cloud-native constructs, the landscape 
will become more competitive as a wider 
range of players begin to target the same 
problem sets.




